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Abstract
In this paper we have presented a research for de-noising the EEG collected Brainstem Speech Evoked Potentials data collected in
an audiology lab in University of Ottawa, from 10 different human subjects. Here the de-noising techniques we have considered are
Yule-Walker Multiband Filter, Cascaded Yule-Walker-Comb Filter, Conventional Wavelet Transform estimation ﬁlters: Daubechies,
Symlet, Coiﬂet Wavelet families, Translation Invariant (TI) Wavelet Transform estimation ﬁlter, FAST Independent Component
Analysis (FASTICA) De-noising Technique, Combined algorithm of “Translation Invariant (TI) Wavelets and Independent
Component Analysis” De-noising technique. The performance measures we have considered are Mean Square Error (MSE) and
Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) values. Out of these techniques we found that cascading of Yule-Walker ﬁlter and Comb-Peak ﬁlter
gave better De-noising performance than Yule-Walker Multiband Filter. Then conventional Wavelets performed far better than
the cascaded ﬁlter, in those Daubechies family of wavelets worked better than all. Then FASTICA Algorithm worked near to the
performance of Conventional Wavelets but far better than cascaded ﬁlter. Then we have utilized Translation Invariant (TI) wavelet
algorithm which provided the excellent performance than above all. Then we have utilized combined Algorithm of “Translation
Invariant (TI) Wavelets and Independent Component Analysis – CSTIICA” algorithm which found to be, it may perform better
than TI wavelets algorithm. Ultimately TI and CSTIICA algorithms are found to be may be the best auditory artifact removal
techniques and can be highly useful in auditory EEG data analysis to the best.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of organizing committee of the Eleventh International Multi-Conference on Information
Processing-2015 (IMCIP-2015).
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1. Introduction
EEG measures the brain activity. Major categories of noise in EEG signals are artifacts: electrical power supply,
earth magnetism, heartbeat, breathing, eye movements and blinking, the machinery that are used to record signals and
the brain activity which we are not interested are all cause noise in the EEG collected data. EEG signals are therefore
a combination of the signals pure EEG and artifacts. The presence of these noises introduces spikes and results in
signal distortion. So, correct analysis is impossible. This results in misdiagnosis for some patients. Noise must be
eliminated or attenuated. The attenuation of noise can lead to considerable information loss. The most recent methods
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of de-noising techniques are Independent Component Analysis and Wavelet Transform, which have found to be useful
tools for de-noising biomedical signals in the last just more than a decade and have become an active research of
interest (M. I. Bhatti et al., 2008).
Independent Component Analysis is an advanced and recent technique for data analysis such as EEG. In the recent
15 years ICA has been extensively studied upon its attractive potential applications into medical signal processing
such as EEG, speech recognition etc. In most of the neurological data, there is a large amount of noise, and the number
of independent components is unknown which gives difﬁculties for many ICA algorithms. So ICA so does work on
decomposing a signal (random vector) into statistically independent components. The classical deﬁnition of ICA is
suppose there are m independently and identically distributed non-Gaussian sources, called Independent Components
(ICs), with at most one Gaussian source. All of them are statistically independent to each other. Independent component
analysis originated from the ﬁeld of blind source separation (BSS). In BSS problem in the given set of observations
the inherent signal information is hidden, the mixing weights of the individual signals are unknown. BSS identiﬁes the
source signals and/or the mixing weights and separates these sources. ICA is useful in separation of the EEG signals
into its constituent independent components (ICs) and then eliminating the ICs which contribute to the noise.
Like ICA, Wavelet transform (WT) has been used to study EEG signals successfully because of its good localization
properties in time and frequency domain. EEG signals pass through two complementary ﬁtters and emerge as two
signals, approximation and details. This is called decomposition or analysis. The components can be assembled
back into the original signal without loss of information. This process is called reconstruction or synthesis. The
mathematical manipulation which implies analysis and synthesis is called discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and
inverse of it is discrete wavelet transform (IDWT). There have been many approaches to de-noising using WT where
the EEG signals are decomposed into wavelets and noise removal done using thresholding and shrinkage. In this we
particularly concentrate on thresholding.
Based on the most recent (may be 1.5/2 decades) advancements and applicability of ICA andWavelets for de-noising
Biomedical Signals such as EEG neurological signals we considered their application for de-noising on EEG collected
Brainstem speech evoked potentials signals, collected in an audiology lab in University of Ottawa, collected from
10 human subjects. There is increasing interest in recording auditory brainstem responses to speech stimuli (speech
ABR) as there is evidence that they are useful in the diagnosis of central auditory processing disorders, and in particular
in some children with learning disabilities (Johnson et al. 2005). However, the frequency content of natural speech
is neither concentrated in frequency nor in time, the recording of speech ABR of sufﬁcient quality may require tens
of minutes (Dajani et al. 2005). Even with a synthetic consonant-vowel stimulus, a recording time of several minutes
was required (Russo et al. 2004). Speech ABR is believed to originate in neural activity that is phase-locked to the
envelope or harmonics of the stimulus. As a result, the recorded responses are remarkably speech-like. In fact, speech
ABR is quite intelligible if played back as a sound (Galbraith et al. 1995). As a result, methods used for Voice Activity
Detection (VAD) may be useful for the detection of speech ABR (Ranganadh et al. 2012, 2013). Once the response is
detected, then other noise suppression algorithms could in principle be applied to improve the Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR). We found the speech like response in these brainstem speech evoked potentials collected from single electrode
EEG and also we detected Voice by using VAD algorithms including our own methodology of Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Peak Valley Difference Detection Ratio, which conﬁrmedly detected Voice amazingly all the times with higher SNRs
(Ranganadh et al. 2012, 2013). Collecting data and Noise reduction in biomedical signals collected from single
electrode EEG for Brainstem Speech evoked potentials of Audiology is a highly advanced, huge and interesting area
of research and relatively new. In our research we have collected data (Dajani et al. 2005; Johnson et al. 2005;
Russo et al. 2004) from single electrode EEG signals, collected in an audiology lab of University of Ottawa. The
major component evoked potential, reﬂects coordinated neural ensemble activity associated with an external event.
Evoked potentials offer important information to study the neural basis of perception and behavior. In these signals
in addition to evoked potential, potentials caused by background activity are also present. This background activity
unrelated to any speciﬁc event “noise” to be suppressed and evoked potentials have to be extracted. In clinical and
cognitive researches the extraction of evoked potentials is an essential task. So there are plenty of methods have come
up to extract the evoked potentials, basing on the application, they work in their limitations to an extant with some
tradeoffs. In our research to improve the de-noising performancewe have designed various techniques for the Auditory
Brainstem Responses of Brainstem speech evoked potentials, which successfully improved Signal-to-Noise Ratio for
extracting evoked potentials. Sometimes cascading of ﬁlters basing on their frequency and time domain properties can
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develop a ﬁlter which can improve the de-noising performance of a signal. In this research cascading Yule-walker and
comb ﬁlter gave us better performance than without cascading. In this research we have concentrated on de-noising
techniques using Yule-walker ﬁlter, Cascaded Yule-Walk-Comb ﬁlter, Conventional Wavelets: Daubechies, Symlet
and Coiﬂet, Translation-Invariant (TI) wavelets, FASTICA, and an improved technique of “ ‘Cycle Spinning (CS)
based TI wavelets’ and ‘ICA’ ” combination algorithm: “CSTIICA”. We evaluated all these techniques in terms of
the performance measurements of SNR, MSE. We found that Cascaded Yule-Walk-Comb ﬁlter is working better than
Yule-walker ﬁlter, then conventional wavelets are performing far better than cascaded Yule-comb ﬁlter and that too
speciﬁcally Daubechies wavelets are working best. TI wavelets are working far better than Conventional Wavelets.
Among FASTICA and conventional wavelets, Daubechies wavelets are working nearly better than FASTICA, but
both are having nearby performances. “ ‘Cycle Spinning (CS) based TI wavelets’ and ‘ICA’ ” combination algorithm:
“CSTIICA” is working with far higher performance than TI wavelets and best performed among all the techniques.
TI wavelets de-noising technique, and CSTI-ICA de-noising technique are providing highly innovative observational
results with better performances in suppressing noise for extracting Evoked potentials; and hence a better improvement
in de-noising.
The paper has been organized in this fashion: Section 2 gives the introduction to the designed ﬁlters; Section 3
discusses different results evaluating the performances of all the implemented de-noising techniques. Section 4
discusses the Conclusion of the research.
2. Introduction to Designed Filters
The EEG collected Auditory Brainstem Responses of Brainstem Stem speech evoked potentials data was
collected from 10 different human subjects from an audiology lab in University of Ottawa with corresponding
hardware and software experimental setups of the audiology lab. For the experimental data analysis purposes for this
research it has been sampled for 1024, 2048 samples. The research performed on MATLAB 7.8 R2009a installed
on windows XP professional OS based computer system with Intel E5200, 2.5GHz processor in University Of
Ottawa; and MATLAB 8.3 R2014a installed on windows 7 OS based computer system with Intel Core I5 3.30GHz
processor in ICFAI Foundation for Higher Education, Hyderabad, India. The experiment’s main concentration is to
de-noise the EEG collected Auditory Brainstem Responses. For this purpose we have done the de-noising process
by using the Yule-Walker ﬁlter, Cascaded Yule-Walker-Comb Peak ﬁlter (Ranganadh et al. 2014), Conventional
Wavelets (Ranganadh et al. 2014): Daubechies, Symlet, Coiﬂet Wavelet family, Translation-Invariant (TI) wavelets
(Ranganadh et al. 2014), Fixed point ICA: FASTICA, Combination of “Cycle Spin TI wavelets and FASTICA-
CSTIICA” ﬁlters. The performance measures considered are SNR (dB), MSE.
IIR Filters and Conventional Wavelets (Ranganadh et al. 2014): IIR ﬁlters such as Yule-Walk Multiband Filters
and Comb ﬁlters are some of the ﬁlters which work for EEG audio-logical signals for de-noising the signals as that
work well on multiband signals. We considered here both these ﬁlters and evaluated their de-noising performances and
evaluated by individual ﬁlters and cascaded Yule-Walk and Comb-Peak ﬁlters to get better performance. The cascading
process has given interesting results by providing considerable improvement in the de-noising process (Ranganadh
et al. 2014). Wavelet transform produces wavelet coefﬁcients of the noiseless signal and the coefﬁcients of the
noise.Researchers found that wavelet de-noising is performed by taking the wavelet transform of the noise-corrupted
and passing the detail coefﬁcients, of the wavelet transform, through a threshold ﬁlter where the details, if small
enough, might be omitted without substantially affecting the main signals. There are two main threshold ﬁlters – soft
and hard. Research has shown that soft-thresholding has better mathematical characteristics and provides smoother
results. Wavelets Possesses frequency-dependant windowing, which allows for arbitrary high resolution of the
high-frequency signal components; unlike STFT. A key advantage of wavelet techniques is the variety of wavelet
functions available. So it allows us to choose the most appropriate one for the signal under investigation. For the above
reasons the wavelet transform has emerged over recent years as a powerful time-frequency analysis and signal-coding
tool suitable for use in manipulation of complex non-stationary signals in biomedical signal processing such as in
human auditory signal processing. Around 2 decades back Wavelet transforms were introduced for Evoked Potentials
analysis of EEG. Recently, the wavelet transform was applied for EEG evoked potential extraction by choosing a few
wavelet coefﬁcients, requiring a priori knowledge of the time and frequency ranges of the Evoked Potential. But such
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knowledge is abundant in EEG. Wavelets offer higher temporal resolution at lower frequencies, so it suits well the
1/f spectral proﬁle of evoked potentials. Wavelets ﬁltering process includes three steps: 1. Wavelet decomposition
2. Nonlinear thresholding 3. Inverse wavelet reconstruction. Nonlinear thresholding is used in the thresholding step
for separating the signal from noise. The evoked potential will be wavelet decomposed with large wavelet coefﬁcient,
where as the ongoing background activity will be decomposed with small coefﬁcients. So thresholding the wavelets
coefﬁcients can estimate the evoked potentials. Here we studied temporally correlated white Gaussian noise model,
and we proposed level-dependant thresholding. Here we have utilized Daubechies, Symlet and Coiﬂet conventional
wavelets. We proved that wavelets are performing far better than cascaded ﬁlters (Ranganadh et al. 2014).
Translation-Invariant (TI) wavelets Filtering Estimator (Ranganadh et al. 2014): In addition to the conventional
wavelet based ﬁltering estimators we are considering the TI wavelet based estimator ﬁltering technique. Here we
are choosing translation invariant wavelet evoked potential estimator, in addition to conventional wavelets. In this
ﬁltering technique problems such as pseudo-Gibbs phenomenon near the discontinuities can be overcome. To do the
process with TI wavelets evoked-potential estimation ﬁltering the steps are: 1. We shift the data. 2. Threshold the
shifted data. 3. Unshift the thresholded data. 4. Then average the results for all shifting. We did this process for each
individual data sets. We considered shifting and un-shifting the signal in the frequency domain and we did 1, 2, 3,
4, 5 shifts for each individual data set and averaged the results. We utilized two popular thresholding techniques:
hard thresholding, soft thresholding. Soft thresholding sets the wavelet coefﬁcients with the magnitude less than the
threshold to zero, but it reduces the remaining coefﬁcients in magnitude by the threshold also when compared to
hard thresholding, soft thresholding does not contain noisy spikes, so we strongly considered soft thresholding and it
provides smooth estimates. We have implemented this TI wavelets algorithm on our brainstem speech evoked potential
data for 10 human subjects. Then we calculated overall SNR values for each subject and compared it with conventional
wavelets. TI wavelets estimation ﬁltering method is outperforming the conventional wavelet ﬁlters (Ranganadh et al.
2014).
Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) (S. Julier et al. 2004): UKF is a Bayesian ﬁlter which uses minimummean square
error as the criterion to measure the optimality. UKF involves Unscented Transformation a method used to calculate the
ﬁrst and second order statistics of the outputs of nonlinear systems with Gaussian. UKF addresses the ﬂaws in Kalman
Filters (Extended Kalman Filter). UKF uses the intuition that it is easier to approximate a probability distribution
function rather than to approximate an arbitrary nonlinear function or transformation. Following this intuition, a set of
sample points, called sigma points, are generated around the mean, which are then propagated through the nonlinear
map to get a more accurate estimation of the mean and covariance of the mapping results. The nonlinear stochastic
system used for the algorithm is:
xk+1 = Axk + Buk + vk
yk = Hxk + wk (1)
where A and H are the known and constant matrices respectively, xk is the unobserved state of the system, uk is a
known exogenous input, yk is the observed measurement signal, vk is the process noise and wk is the measurement
noise. UKF uses the intuition that it is easier to approximate a probability distribution function rather than to
approximate an arbitrary nonlinear function or transformation.
Application of combined algorithm of “Translation Invariant Wavelets and Independent Component
Analysis” (CSTIICA) Filter: Recently there has been research comparing the de-noising techniques of both
ICA and WT. Research shows that ICA and wavelets complement each other, removing the limitations of each
(V. V. K. D. V. Prasad et al. 2008). So an algorithm which combines ICA and WT with ICA as post or pre processing
tool has been developed (G. Inuso et al. 2007). They found this to be outperforming. In this cycle spinning (CS),
proposed by Coifman and Donoho (R. R. Coifman et al, 1995), introduced as a single yet efﬁcient method which
utilizes periodic Time-Invariant of WT in ﬁxing the noise found in wavelet coefﬁcients and deﬁned as:
sˆ = 1
k1 k2
k1 k2∑
i=1, j=1
S−i,− j (T−1 (θ [T (Si, j (x))])) (2)
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Fig. 1. Combined (CSTIICA) – artifacts removal system. The blocks in the order from left to right: Raw EEG, decomposed into wavelets, wavelets,
ﬁltering using UKG, ﬁltered wavelets, ICA de-noising, independent components, reconstruct signal, pure EEG.
where k1, k2 are maximumno. of shifts, T shift invariant transform, Si, j is the circulant shift, and threshold operator.
CS calls for the suppression of these noises by shifting the signals in time and computing the estimate. Using different
shifts produce different estimates which are not completely independent; consequently averaging these estimates
results in a reduction in the noise generated in each shift. This result in the de-noising of all possible unique circularly
shifted version of the signal and the creation of the translation invariant wavelet transform (TIWT) method. Research
shows that this technique has superior performance over plenty of the de-noising algorithms using thresholding or
shrinkage of wavelet coefﬁcients and has motivated the analysis of many de-noising algorithms in terms of optimal
ﬁltering of noisy wavelet coefﬁcients. The combination of WT and Kalman ﬁlter (KF) was a new idea in the year 2006.
Research shows that combination effectively correct overlapped spectra and reduces noise (P. Senthil et al. 2008). The
use of KF and WT combination improved de-noising techniques. Each method aims at improving the other.
(i) WT removes overlapping of noise signals that ICA cannot ﬁlter out; (ii) ICA can distinguish between noise and
signals that are nearly the same or higher amplitude, which WT has difﬁculty with; (iii) WT exhibits serious problems
such as Pseudo-Gibbs phenomenon which CS eliminates and; (iv) Combination of ﬁlters and WT effectively correct
overlapped spectra.
The main difference of CSTI-ICA and TI Algorithm is that of introduction of Cycle Spinning and merging of WT
and ICA. This CSTI-ICA algorithm’s block diagram is given in the above ﬁgure Fig. 1. Algorithm is having the
following steps:
1. Collection of EEG data of Brainstem Speech Evoked Potentials signals from an AudiologyLab. Here we collected
the data from an audiology Lab of University of Ottawa, in which the data had been collected from 10 different
healthy subjects in real-time.
2. Apply Cycle Spin to the signal: The number of time shifts is determined; in so doing signals are forcibly
shifted so that their features change positions removing the undesirable oscillations which result in pseudo-Gibbs
phenomena.
Sh( f (n)) = f ((n + h) mod N) (3)
f (n) is the signal, Sh is the shift operator, N is the number of signals.
3. Decomposition of signal: Signals are decomposed using DWT separating noise and true signals; using the
Daubechies family as the overall performance of De-noising is done best in the case of Daubechies wavelet family
among all the three Daubechies, Symlet, Coieﬂet wavelets family of conventional wavelets (Ranganadh et al.
2014).
4. Filter Coefﬁcients: Perform UKF on the coefﬁcients to ﬁlter out some noise.
5. Denoise using the soft-thresholding method discarding all coefﬁcients below the threshold value based on the
universal threshold deﬁned by Donoho & Johnstone et al. 1995 given as:
T =
√
2 σ 2 log N (4)
N number of samples, σ 2 is the noise power.
6. Apply ICA algorithm: Signals and noise may have nearly the same frequency characteristics and overlap in
time thus producing noisy coefﬁcients that WT has not been able to distinguish and remove. ICA is able to take
care of the inherent distributions hence distinguish noise and remove them. Research shows that ICA is a robust
denoising method where its performance is not affected by the severity of the mixing signals. We implemented
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here a ﬁxed point ICA algorithm FASTICA (G. G. Herrman et al. 2005). Which by itself also we have compared
along with conventional wavelets de-noising and also TI wavelets de-noising.
7. Reconstruction of EEG signals of Auditory Brainstem Responses (ABR): Reconstructed using inverse DWT.
8. Apply CS: Revert signals to their original time shift and average the results obtained to produce the de-noised
EEG signals. The proposed algorithm can be expressed as Avg. [Shift – Denoise-Unshift].
3. Result Analysis
Here in this research we have done the application of different de-noising ﬁlters on the EEG collected Brainstem
Speech Evoked Potentials of Auditory Brainstem Responses collected in an audiology lab of University of Ottawa.
We have done the de-noising performances by using the performance measures of Mean Square Error (MSE) and;
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) in dB. Here the results are given in the tabular forms Table 1 and Table 2. It is clear that
MSE values are less in the case of Cascaded ﬁlter than Yule-walk ﬁlter showing that it is better in de-noising. Then
Daubechies wavelets are having far smaller values of MSE showing far better performance than cascaded ﬁlter. Then
FASTICA is also having far better performance than the cascaded ﬁlter and comparatively near performance of the
conventionalwavelets. Then TI wavelets are having far smallerMSE values than conventionalwavelets and performing
best. Then CSTI-ICA ﬁlter is working far better than TI, having far smaller values of MSE. In this research CSTI-ICA
is performing the best of all. TI and CSTI-ICA are highly useful showing best of all methods. The bar graph Fig. 2
shows clearly of this performance of all these techniques in graphical form which gives us much clarity on the result
analysis and makes it easier to exactly identify the performance. The Table 3 shows the performance of TI wavelets
ﬁlter over Daubechies wavelets ﬁlter in terms of % reduction of MSE values, which represents the performance of TI
Table 1. Mean square error values of all the de-noising techniques of all 10 human subjects. It clearly shows TI and CSTIICA are the best
and CSTIICA is the smallest. YW-Yule-Walker, CYWC-Cascaded Yule-Walker-Comb, Da-Daubechies, SL-Symlet, Coi-Coiﬂet, TI-Translation
Invariant, FI-FASTICA, CST-CSTIICA.
Subject YW CYWC Da SL Coi TI FI CST
1 1003.13 955.24 700.23 715.14 716.25 500.13 710.23 450.14
2 988.14 900.08 703.16 714.15 715.16 489.16 708.14 440.15
3 1001.18 950.14 697.15 700.18 700.18 501.18 699.18 430.13
4 1001.16 960.15 700.12 703.18 703.16 510.16 702.13 428.15
5 1200.18 987.14 698.15 699.14 699.15 500.15 720.16 400.16
6 1020.16 990.34 780.45 787.45 788.56 560.15 788.16 460.17
7 1200.17 980.14 600.16 610.15 609.16 490.15 615.13 390.14
8 1023.19 990.15 678.16 679.15 681.17 487.15 680.15 401.01
9 987. 16 870.15 700.16 700.18 700.45 378.56 718.78 300.89
10 890.78 780.56 698.16 699.89 698.78 398.67 701.67 327.67
Table 2. SNR (dB) values of all the de-noising technique of all 10 human subjects. It clearly shows TI and CSTIICA are the best and CSTIICA is the
highest. YW-Yule-Walker, CYWC-Cascaded Yule-Walker-Comb, Da-Daubechies, SL-Symlet, Coi-Coiﬂet, TI-Translation Invariant, FI-FASTICA,
CST-CSTIICA.
Subject YW CYWC Da SL Coi TI FI CST
1 2.6386 7.0123 14.8412 13.9801 13.9512 28.3456 13.3456 35.2345
2 1.9987 6.0099 13.0987 12.9087 12.9798 30.1245 12.9878 40.3456
3 3.1428 8.5241 18.6278 18.0410 17.9801 30.4567 14.4567 41.3456
4 2.0345 7.1243 13.9543 13.4535 13.8901 28.0245 11.2345 34.4576
5 2.8968 6.9842 20.8543 19.9941 19.6427 34.2817 18.9087 40.4523
6 3.9098 7.3459 15.0897 15.0587 14.9807 33.0678 14.2345 42.0345
7 4.8211 8.9128 16.8428 16.1322 16.0329 32.2345 14.3456 39.4567
8 3.4532 6.7891 15.8956 15.7658 15.8098 34.5678 13.3456 45.5678
9 5.2105 7.2129 19.3214 18.7211 18.6028 37.0634 18.345 46.0987
10 4.7612 7.9876 17.8765 17.7567 17.6789 32.1234 16.3456 47.3456
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Table 3. The performance of TI over Daubechies wavelets in terms of % reduction in MSE values.
Daubechies TI % Reduction in MSE in TI over Daubechies
700.23 500.13 28.576325
703.16 489.16 30.434041
697.15 501.18 28.110163
701.12 510.16 27.236422
698.15 500.15 28.360667
780.45 560.15 28.227305
600.16 490.15 18.330112
678.16 487.15 28.16592
700.16 378.56 45.932358
698.16 398.67 42.897044
Table 4. Shows the performance of CSTIICA over TI in terms of % reduction in MSE values.
TI CSTIICA % Reduction in MSE of CSTIICA over TI
500.13 450.14 9.995401
489.16 440.15 10.01922
501.18 430.13 14.17654
510.16 428.15 16.07535
500.15 400.16 19.992
560.15 460.17 17.84879
490.15 390.14 20.40396
487.15 401.01 17.68244
378.56 300.89 20.51722
398.67 327.67 17.80922
Fig. 2. MSE Bar Graph: Bar graph showing MSE performance of all the de-noising techniques. On the X-axis it is subject number (1 to 10).
On the Y-axis the values of Mean Square Error (MSE). For each subject 1st bar is Yule-Walker, 2nd bar is Cascaded-Yule-Walker-Comb, 3rd bar is
Daubechies, 4th bar is Symlet, 5th bar is Coiﬂet, 6th bar is TI, 7th bar is FASTICA, 8th bar is CSTIICA. It clearly shows TI and CSTIICA are the
best and CSTIICA is the smallest MSE.
wavelets estimator for all the 10 subjects. The Table 4 shows that % reduction in MSE values of CSTIICA ﬁlter over
TI ﬁlter represents the % performance of CSTIICA over TI. The Table 2 shows the performance of all the implemented
ﬁlters in terms of improvement in the Signal-to-Noise Ratio. Here also the performance of the Cascaded ﬁlter is
higher. Then Daubechies wavelets are performing excellent than Cascaded ﬁlter, and TI wavelets are performing far
better than Daubechies. Then FASTICA also performing far better than cascaded ﬁlter, but comparatively near (but
less) performance to Daubechies wavelets. Then CSTIICA ﬁlter is working better than TI ﬁlter and is the highest
performance than all ﬁlters. TI and CSTIICA are best of all ﬁlters having highest SNR values and are highly useful
for EEG auditory data analysis and auditory artifact removal.
The bar graph Fig. 3 shows the SNR performances of all auditory ﬁltering techniques, which makes easy to analyze
the SNR results and ease of analysis, makes clear that TI and CSTIICA are performing best of all ﬁlters. Table 5
shows the % improvement in SNR values of TI wavelets ﬁlters over Daubechies wavelets ﬁltering. Table 6 shows the
% improvement in SNR values of all 10 subjects of CSTIICA over TI wavelets ﬁltering.
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Table 5. The performance of TI over Daubechies Wavelets in terms of % improvement in SNR values.
Daubechies TI % Improvement of SNR of TI
14.8412 28.3456 90.99264
13.0987 30.1245 129.9808
18.6278 30.4567 63.50133
13.9543 28.0245 100.8306
20.8543 34.2817 64.38672
15.0897 33.0678 119.1415
16.8428 32.2345 91.38445
15.8956 34.5678 117.4677
19.3214 37.06342 91.82575
17.8765 32.1234 79.69625
Table 6. The performance of CSTIICA over TI in terms of % improvement in SNR.
TI CSTIICA % Improvement of SNR of CSTIICA
28.3456 35.2345 24.30324
30.1245 40.3456 33.92953
30.4567 41.3456 35.75207
28.0245 34.4576 22.95527
34.2817 40.4523 17.99969
33.0678 42.0345 27.11611
32.2345 39.4567 22.40519
34.5678 45.5678 31.82152
37.06342 46.0987 24.37789
32.1234 47.3456 47.38664
Fig. 3. SNR Bar Graph: Bar graph showing SNR (dB) performance of all the de-noising techniques. On the X-axis it is subject number (1 to 10).
On the Y-axis the values of SNR (dB). For each subject 1st bar is Yule-Walker, 2nd bar is Cascaded-Yule-Walker-Comb, 3rd bar is Daubechies, 4th
bar is Symlet, 5th bar is Coiﬂet, 6th bar is TI, 7th bar is FASTICA, 8th bar is CSTIICA. It clearly shows TI and CSTIICA are the best and CSTIICA
is the highest SNR.
4. Conclusions
In this research we have done research on De-noising Neurological Biomedical Signals from the EEG collected
brainstem speech evoked potentials data from 10 different human subjects using a) Yule-Walker Multiband ﬁlter;
b) Cascaded Yule-Walker-Comb-Peak ﬁlter; c) ConventionalWavelets of Daubechies, Symlet, Coiﬂet family wavelets;
d) FASTICA algorithm, e) TI wavelets Estimation Filter, f) CSTI-ICA algorithm ﬁlter. Performance measurements
are done by using MSE and SNR (dB). We found that MSE value of Conventional wavelets is far less and SNR is far
higher than a), b). FASTICA is also performing near to the performance of c) but Daubechies conventional wavelets
family is performing better in auditory artifact removal. In our research we found that FASTICA is also one of the best
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De-noising techniques for Auditory Brainstem Responses and also comparable to the performance of conventional
Wavelets. Then we have found that TI wavelets are having highly small values of MSE and highly large values of
SNR and performing excellent than conventional Wavelets ﬁltering approach. Then CSTI-ICA algorithm found to be
performing better than TI by having smallest MSE values and highest SNR values. We found that TI and CSTI-ICA
have done exceptional performances of auditory artifact removal from Speech ABR out of all the techniques we
have considered. We found one of the most identiﬁable result that wavelets is an excellent tool for artifact removal
from EEG neural signals, even in our speciﬁc case of Auditory Artifact removal from speech Auditory Brainstem
Responses – which is relatively new area and just more than a decade research.
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